Australia has always relied heavily upon foreign sources of investment and financing and has in the past tended to draw mainly upon British, American and Japanese investment. In recent decades, Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have played an increasingly important role in the Australian economy with a rising level of investment taking place. Chinese SOEs have been more heavily involved in investments into larger Australian investment projects, such as in mining and infrastructure. Australia has seen an increase in the number of Chinese state-owned companies acquiring substantial domestic assets; this may continue following the ratification of the China-Australia Free Trade Agreement in 2015. Although Chinese SOEs operating in foreign countries such as Australia are required to comply with local corporate governance laws and principles, they also retain their unique Chinese corporate governance values and culture which they have inherited through their parent companies and from China itself. In Australia, there has been an ongoing debate over Chinese investment, with the business community being particularly supportive of such investment. Driven largely by the business community, this debate has been relatively narrow and has not explored the likely impact of Chinese SOEs and their subsidiaries upon the shape of corporate governance in countries in which they invest. This article seeks to examine the legal contours of Chinese-controlled investment in Australia with a view to acquiring a more informed understanding of the impact of Chinese SOEs upon the Australian legal landscape.

I INTRODUCTION

Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and their associated and subsidiary companies play an increasingly important role in many countries and particularly in the Australian economy; this is likely to become more important as Australia and China inevitably become more economically integrated. The 2015 Free Trade Agreement between China and Australia (CHAFTA) will help to accelerate a
process that has been deepening in significance for some time.¹ Not surprisingly, a former Australian Foreign Minister has reportedly concluded that “China is the biggest thing that Australia has going for it”.² If this is so, it is important that the nature and implications of this engagement are better understood.

Over the last decade, there has been an ongoing public policy debate in Australia over the nature of Chinese SOEs. Much of the debate has been careful to ensure that Australia remains an attractive investment destination for Chinese state-owned companies. This is in contrast to the more critical approach to SOEs that is to be found in other parts of the world, such as the United States. This argument was driven by a free trade agenda of making Australia a more attractive investment destination. Economists have also been critical of “populist” over-reaction in fears of Chinese SOEs.³

Australian businesses dealing with China have also been critical of what some have seen as the “xenophobic” and “alarmist” approach to decisions made by the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) relating to Australian property acquisitions by Chinese controlled entities.⁴ The Business Council of Australia (BCA) has, therefore, argued that Chinese SOEs are increasingly commercially driven and that they are important in providing investment funds to Australia in the face of international competition for funds.⁵ The core of the liberalisation argument advanced by the BCA was that “[m]aintaining the status quo on SOE investment policy risks Australia missing out to competitor countries who are increasingly more adept at attracting these new sources of capital.”⁶

This response paralleled the liberalisation advocated earlier by groups such as the Institute for Public Affairs (IPA) when it argued in a Senate submission that “[i]nstead of being afraid of SOEs, the Australian government should embrace the opportunities that SOEs provide in an investment

² Glenda Korporaal ”China's still the only show in town: Carr” The Australian (Australia, 29 January 2016) at 17 and 19.
³ See Peter Drysdale ”Australia short-changing itself over Chinese investment” (5 November 2012) Australian National University, Development Policy Centre <https://devpolicy.crawford.anu.edu.au>.
⁴ See for example the criticisms made by the executive chairperson of Bega Cheese of debates surrounding such decisions: Damon Kitney ”FIRB being used as ‘xenophobic weapon’” The Australian (Australia, 3 March 2016) at 21. Similar language has been attributed to former Queensland Labor Treasurer Keith De Lacey in relation to the acquisition of Tully Sugar Mill by the China Oil and Food Company: S Martin ”Robert's stake in firm tied to Nimrod” The Australian (Australia, 29 February 2016) at 4. See also Annabel Hepworth ”Leaders warn against a backlash on Chinese investment” The Australian (Australia, 8 August 2016) at 21; and David Uren ”China snub puts asset sales at risk” The Weekend Australian (Australia, 13–14 August 2016) at 1.
⁶ At 3.
constrained environment. However, in 2013, a Treasury paper pointed to the influence of Chinese SOEs upon national and local government in China and noted that “SOEs shape government policy priorities, often advancing their own interests...” and that SOEs retain their State and Party rankings which are “reinforced by the rotation between government and SOE positions”. More recently, a national security concern has been raised in regard to large infrastructure investments in Australia.

This heated debate suggests the need for a more nuanced understanding of SOEs than is evident in liberalisation and narrow economic approaches. Not surprisingly, a former World Bank President and United States trade representative, Mr Richard Zoellick, has urged Australian business to adopt a more realistic approach to dealing with Chinese investment, noting that “[s]ome parts of the Australian business community have done very well from China’s growth” and as a result “they don’t want to do anything that will even alienate [China]”. It is interesting to note that the United States inserted detailed provisions on foreign investment by SOEs into ch 17 of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) proposed by the Obama administration.

Relatively little is known about internal corporate governance practices of major Chinese government-owned companies operating in Australia. Many remain “black boxes” as their Australian subsidiaries are often set up as private companies, although 20 or so Chinese-controlled companies are Australian public companies with some obligations of transparency. In contrast to the position in China, Chinese-owned companies in Australia operate in an environment where broadly based shareholder-oriented companies are the norm. In contrast, in China, SOEs have followed a state-
oriented model of corporate governance, usually with a powerful and dominant state shareholder.\textsuperscript{13} The formation of private company subsidiaries and hybrid entities may serve to mask the level of state control over SOE-controlled group companies.

There is a need to identify and explain the patterns of corporate governance in groups of companies that are controlled by Chinese SOEs in Australia; this would involve examining patterns of legal compliance, including with soft law norms, such as codes of corporate governance and codes of corporate social responsibility. This should include an examination of the extent to which these patterns mirror practices found in Australian companies so as to assess the extent to which Chinese-owned companies in Australia that are part of SOE-controlled groups embrace local corporate governance and legal norms, and the extent to which their practices in foreign markets continue to adhere to mainland Chinese governance norms.

Aimed at providing a comprehensive understanding of the governance methods and corporate culture in Chinese SOEs operating in Australia, this article starts to map the contours of Chinese SOE control over companies operating in Australia. It presents the issues involved in the Australian companies with investment from Chinese state-owned companies and proffers a general understanding of the issues for further research and for developing a more theoretically informed understanding of Chinese SOEs operating abroad.

\textbf{II MAPPING AS A PRECONDITION TO ACCURATE UNDERSTANDING OF LEGAL SYSTEMS}

In obtaining a better perspective of any new terrain, it is always important to seek to prepare a reliable map. Preparing maps accurately is obviously important, but often map-making distorts reality in different ways, such as by privileging certain locations over others. In regard to understanding law, this cartographic metaphor has also seen distortions as Santos has reminded us.\textsuperscript{14} Distortion comes about from the very exercise of trying to reduce the diversity of the world to manageable proportions, by balancing representations of reality with orientation or navigation of a terrain. This suggests the existence of a plurality of legal rules and legal institutions at any one time, with most maps only reflecting the formal structures.\textsuperscript{15} Santos adds that in any one legal space, “other normative orders do operate, and are effective in the same territory”.\textsuperscript{16} This means that in a legal system such as that in
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Australia, the formal legislated map of law may be incomplete and that many people carry "mental maps" around with them which reflect other norms or values.\(^\text{17}\)

The mapping metaphor has also been used widely by comparative lawyers when they seek to emphasise differences between legal systems or when classifying legal systems, such as into "legal families".\(^\text{18}\) However, as Siems points out, such categorisations of legal systems may be criticised for being overly simplistic, for overemphasising similarities and underemphasising differences between systems, and for ignoring the existence of hybrid legal systems.\(^\text{19}\) In addition, Siems has recognised that there may be a multiplicity of legal orders within the one state, and not just the official legal system of the state; this is sometimes referred to as legal pluralism.\(^\text{20}\) This is a theme that has also been examined at greater length by Tamanaha, who has explored how this concept has changed from medieval times, through Colonial eras and more recently in the context of globalisation.\(^\text{21}\) As Tamanaha concluded: "When placed in historical context, it is apparent that the texture of legal pluralism is intimately connected to the activities and fate of state legal systems."\(^\text{22}\) Tamanaha also cautioned against the error of believing that the "state law matters above all else" as well as the error of thinking that "legal or normative systems are parallel to state law".\(^\text{23}\)

Although he was mainly discussing the implementation of foreign laws at the state level, Twining pointed to the complex patterns of diffusion of law that occur when a global perspective is taken. He warned that there is a danger of underestimating "the importance of informal processes of interaction" when transplant theorists focus merely on the spread of state law from one state to another.\(^\text{24}\) In the context of the increasing globalisation of law and business activity, it is also likely that major foreign investors, such as large Chinese SOEs, will continue to be influenced by the soft law norms, values and legal cultures drawn from their country of origin. This has been common with transnational corporations operating in other parts of the world, especially in regard to corporate governance.

---
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ideas. Twining, therefore, has urged that non-state law norms be taken seriously. There will be more to say about this theme below. Before exploring this theme further, the next section will examine the contours of Chinese investment as this relates to Australia.

III CURRENT CONTOURS OF CHINESE OUTBOUND INVESTMENT

According to United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) statistics, China has seen a steady increase of its outbound investment from 2005 to 2014, starting from USD 19.9 billion between 2005 and 2007, and reaching USD 116 billion in 2014. A joint report from the American Enterprise Institute and the Heritage Foundation (AEI) shows that Chinese foreign investment in Australia over the decade to 2016 comprised USD 75.5 billion, slightly less than the USD 93.31 billion invested by China in the United States over the same period. This investment includes both investments from SOEs and private sources. Based on AEI statistics, Australia received about 6.7 per cent of all global Chinese foreign direct investment in the decade up to 2016. In 2015, it was estimated in a KPMG-Sydney University study that Chinese investment in Australia over the next decade will be over USD 90 billion.

Among all these investments, the largest Chinese investments tend to be made in developing countries or those with substantial natural resources. Between 2005 and 2017, this saw South America attracting USD 144.73 billion (with USD 52.2 billion in Brazil; USD 20.6 billion in Venezuela; USD 27.5 billion in Argentina and USD 19.7 billion in Peru). Sub-Saharan Africa attracted USD 271.9 billion and the Middle East and North Africa attracted USD 149.8 billion in

29 American Enterprise Institute and the Heritage Foundation, above n 28.
30 KPMG and The University of Sydney "Demystifying Chinese Investment in Australia" (May 2015) at 31.
31 American Enterprise Institute and the Heritage Foundation, above n 28.
foreign investment. There was AUD 9.46 billion in Chinese investment into Australia in 2014 and this can be compared with the USD 116 billion in foreign outbound investment from China globally in 2014. On current exchange rates, this suggests that Australia received about 5.6 per cent of Chinese foreign outbound investment; the AEI statistics put this figure at about 6.7 per cent of global Chinese outbound investments. On this basis, Australia is still a relatively small player, although if one controls for Australia's low population density, it is disproportionately higher than for countries such as the United States.

A The Problem of Defining SOEs

The OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises define SOEs broadly as follows: "any corporate entity recognised by national law as an enterprise, and in which the State exercises ownership, should be considered as an SOE".32 The UNCTAD World Investment Report defines government control as a stake of 10 per cent or more of the voting power, or where the government is the largest single shareholder.33 However, the BCA in 2014 noted that:34

While there is no consensus on the definition of an SOE, they are often defined as enterprises comprising parent enterprises and their foreign affiliates in which the government has a controlling interest (full, majority or significant minority).

The Australian FIRB uses:35

… a 15 per cent benchmark of aggregate government interest from a single foreign country to define an SOE, or 40 per cent for aggregate interest from governments from more than one foreign country.

However, more robust definitions have been developed elsewhere. For example, art 17.1 in ch 17 of the previously United States-sponsored TPPA, with which Australia and New Zealand were involved, defined SOE as meaning:

... an enterprise that is principally engaged in commercial activities in which a Party: (a) directly owns more than 50 per cent of the share capital; (b) controls, through ownership interests, the exercise of more than 50 per cent of the voting rights; or (c) holds the power to appoint a majority of members of the board of directors or any other equivalent management body.

35 At 2.
The proposed TPPA also defined "commercial activities" by reference to an orientation to profit-making and the production of a good or supply of a service to a consumer at a price set by the enterprise.\(^{36}\)

\section*{B Varying Attitudes to Chinese SOEs in Australia}

As we have seen, there has been an ongoing debate about SOE investment in Australia. This issue came before an Australian Senate committee in 2009. In hearings before the Senate Economics References Committee on 23 June 2009, the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) called for liberalisation in approaches to SOE investment. The IPA has been described as a right-wing corporate funded thinktank with close ties to the Liberal Party.\(^{37}\) The IPA’s 2009 Senate submission described itself as “the world’s oldest free market think tank”.\(^{38}\) Not surprisingly, it called for a deregulation of this area and argued strongly that Chinese SOEs should be treated as only having economic objectives, arguing:\(^{39}\)

The central tenet of the IPA’s submission is that Australia stands to attract additional foreign investment if it eases its regulatory restrictions on such activity. This is a central policy issue …

The IPA representative before the Senate Committee stated that “these developments are, on balance, (a) economically useful and (b) politically benign”\(^{40}\). In its written Senate submission, the IPA argued that: “[I]nstead of being afraid of SOEs, the Australian government should embrace the opportunities that SOEs provide in an investment-constrained environment.”\(^{41}\) The IPA also argued that “extra hurdles for SOEs are questionable” on the grounds that they reflect various biases.\(^{42}\)

Others, such as Australian National University economist Peter Drysdale, have also been critical of “populist” over-reactions in fear of Chinese SOEs.\(^{43}\) Most business groups and economists in Australia have focused on basic economic issues without regard for more nuanced and wider social science-based analyses of SOEs and their governance by China-focused scholars.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \(^{36}\) See Office of the United States Trade Representative "Trans-Pacific Partnership" <https://ustr.gov> at ch 17.1.
  \item \(^{37}\) See Sourcewatch “Institute of Public Affairs” <www.sourcewatch.org>.
  \item \(^{39}\) Julie Novak “Oral Submission on Behalf of the Institute of Public Affairs to the Senate Economics References Committee” (23 June 2009) at E1.
  \item \(^{40}\) At E1.
  \item \(^{41}\) Davidson, Novak and Wilson, above n 7, at 17.
  \item \(^{42}\) At 14.
  \item \(^{43}\) See Drysdale, above n 3.
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Some economists have, therefore, argued in favour of relaxing scrutiny of SOE investment, especially for local SOEs. Professor Drysdale has supported treating Chinese SOEs like non-government owned companies on the ground that SOE investment into Australia is beneficial. But, in a 2014 newspaper article, Drysdale later distinguished between large centrally controlled SOEs (whose senior executives were appointed by the Communist Party and were listed among the top officials in China), and local or provincial SOEs; this was an important distinction. Drysdale argued:

These local SOEs collectively control more state equity than central SOEs. They are more likely to be competing against each other as well as with private firms. They are under local political pressure to be more profitable. … There is no logical basis for treating the vast bulk of Chinese SOEs or similar investors from other states any differently from other potential investors in Australia, comply as they must with Australian laws and corporate and other regulations.

Industry approaches have often echoed views of lobby groups and some economists. In its 2014 Discussion Paper on Foreign Investment and State-owned Enterprises: Managing the Risks to Maximise the Benefits, the BCA discussed various options for enhancing SOE investment in Australia. Like the IPA, the BCA paper was concerned that Australia may lose out to other countries in the international effort to attract Chinese SOE investment funds. The BCA asked whether the behaviour of SOEs was changing and responded by pointing to a KPMG-Sydney University report which suggested that SOEs are becoming “increasingly commercially motivated and behave like other private sector companies. Chinese SOEs are learning from past experience and adapting their approach to suit Australian market conditions.”

The BCA discussion paper went on to assert that this was so because these SOEs are in compliance with the same domestic laws and regulations applying to other companies: SOEs employed Australian executives and appointed Australian board members; SOEs used Australian professional service firms, such as Big Four auditors “to improve their operations in Australia”; and SOEs worked to integrate themselves with local communities. Although all of these reasons have some merit, it is necessary to look more closely at how these factors operate in practice.

Sweeping statements alone are not convincing. The BCA acknowledged in passing that “[w]e need to accept there may be some risks associated with the operation and governance of SOE investors
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in Australia, and acknowledge these risks are manageable.\textsuperscript{48} However, the BCA's main message was that Australia should not miss out: "Maintaining the status quo on SOE investment policy risks Australia missing out to competitor countries who are increasingly more adept at attracting these new sources of capital."\textsuperscript{49} This approach has the hallmarks of a "race to the bottom" in standards.

A little earlier, the Australian Treasury issued an "Economic Roundup" written by Zhang and Freestone.\textsuperscript{50} This paper noted that the Chinese Government has been pushing a "broader incremental strategy in reforming the centrally planned economy" creating a hybrid economy with a growing private sector and a shrinking public sector. Although efforts were being made to make SOEs more competitive and to consolidate them through mergers and restructuring, the influence of SOEs within China upon national and local governments cannot be ignored.

As this Treasury paper noted, "SOEs shape government policy priorities, often advancing their own interests" and they retain their state and party rankings which is "reinforced by the rotation between government and SOE positions". The Treasury paper also noted that "there is much room for further corporatisation and corporate governance reforms". But SOE reform cannot proceed independently as SOEs are so interconnected. As a result, reforms will always be judged by their effect on social and economic stability in China.

C Some Judicial Approaches to Chinese SOEs in Australia

From time to time, Australian courts have come to reflect upon the nature of Chinese SOEs and how they may be subject to Australian legal remedies. In Forrest v Australian Securities and Investments Commission, the High Court of Australia reminded us that SOEs were different from other companies.\textsuperscript{51} In this case, the corporate regulator, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), had for some time been pursuing the Fortescue Mining Group's (FMG) Chairman and Chief Executive, Andrew Forrest, seeking to have him disqualified as a director. This action was being taken on the grounds that Forrest had allegedly misled the market by his announcement to the stock market that FMG had signed contracts with three massive Chinese SOEs to build a mine as well as an associated port and railway for FMG in Western Australia.

ASIC argued that the skimpy paper work presented by Forrest did not represent a fully formed contract as, for example, it did not contain appropriate enforcement provisions for FMG to use in the event of a contractual breach by the SOEs. The Full Federal Court agreed that there had been a breach of disclosure rules and found in favour of ASIC, but the High Court reversed this finding, concluding that relevant persons in the market had not been misled. Whilst, in passing, noting that these contracts

\textsuperscript{48} At 15.
\textsuperscript{49} At 3.
\textsuperscript{50} Zhang and Freestone, above n 8.
(headed “framework agreements”) may well have been made under Chinese law, what is interesting in the High Court of Australia’s judgment (a decision of French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Kiefel JJ) are the insights into how large Chinese SOEs should be seen in the context of Australian law. As the High Court observed: 52

ASIC contends that Fortescue’s target audience was being misled in being persuaded that the agreement put Fortescue into a position in which it was practicable for it to force CREC to design, build, transfer and finance the railway. But an audience which read Fortescue’s statements that way might be expected to ask: how is a State-owned enterprise of the People’s Republic of China to be forced to do anything?

The High Court also criticised the Federal Court on the grounds that: 53

No consideration was given, at any point of the Full Court’s analysis, to the significance, if any, of the fact that the counter-party to Fortescue in each agreement was a foreign state-owned entity. … Yet no consideration was given, at any point of the Full Court’s analysis, to what law governed the agreements.

It is not the intention here to fully consider how Chinese SOEs have been dealt with by Australian courts; that is something for another day. However, the High Court’s statements in Fortescue suggest that they may well lead to a review of an overly rigid approach to some basic legal rules, such as the doctrine of disclosure which was the subject in this case. 54

In the meantime, the Australian and Chinese legal systems may be converging to some degree as both economies become more integrated, although these are long term processes. Australia has in many ways clearly moved much closer to China in recent years; economically, Australia is certainly very dependent upon China as is illustrated by the fact that the Australian dollar is often seen in the financial press as a proxy for the Chinese Yuan. 55 The challenge here is to assess the degree to which there has also been a sharing of legal ideas and corporate governance values in response to this greater economic integration.

D The China-Australia Free Trade Agreement

Despite concerns of the kind raised in the Australian Treasury’s SOE paper, the BCA’s position in regard to Chinese SOEs seems to have been well received by the Australian Government, if the passage of the CHAFTA in 2015 is indicative. In guidance issued by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) in 2015, it was noted that the new CHAFTA will promote Chinese

52 At [105].
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54 This issue of legal principle has not been without some controversy in Australia. See John Humphrey and Stephen Corones “Forrest v ASIC: A ‘Perfect Storm’” (2014) 88 ALJ 26.
55 See for example Jessica Sier “China proxy Aussie dollar hits four-month low” The Sydney Morning Herald (online ed, Sydney, 14 January 2016).
investment in Australia by generally liberalising the screening threshold for private Chinese investments in non-sensitive sectors considered by the FIRB. Under the CHAFTA, the threshold for the review of foreign acquisitions has now been generally raised from AUD 252 million to AUD 1,094 million, but there will be continuous screening of the investments at lower thresholds in regard to agribusinesses and sensitive sectors.\textsuperscript{56} In regard to SOEs, DFAT’s guidance added:\textsuperscript{57}

FIRB also continues to screen all direct investments, new business proposals and acquisitions of interests in land (including agricultural land), by Chinese state-owned enterprises, regardless of transaction size. CHAFTA does not change these arrangements in any way, consistent with the Government’s practice in other FTAs.

Australia has indicated that it will review the position of Chinese Government investors (whether these are SOEs or Sovereign Wealth Funds) during the initial three year revision period of the CHAFTA. In regard to labour matters, where the investment has an expected capital expenditure of AUD 150 million, Chinese companies and SOEs will be able to employ Chinese workers under the Investment Facilitation Agreement (IFA) which has streamlined and relaxed Australian immigration laws. IFAs are managed within the framework of Australia’s 457 visa system.\textsuperscript{58}

\section*{IV CHINESE STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES IN AUSTRALIA}

\subsection*{A The Landscape of Chinese SOEs in Australia}

A substantial number of Chinese SOEs and their subsidiaries are already present in Australia. Tables 1 and 2 list 66 major Chinese SOEs with a presence in Australia with 39 centrally controlled SOEs (in Table 1) and 27 provincially controlled SOEs (in Table 2). Among these SOEs, most have a number of Australian subsidiaries: the conglomerate CITIC has a larger number (49) with the next highest number of subsidiaries being 11 for COSCO (China Shipping Group).

In 2016, China’s 39 centrally controlled SOEs in Australia had a total of 130 Australian subsidiaries, and China’s 27 provincially controlled SOEs in Australia had a total of 84 Australian subsidiaries. Among the provincially controlled SOEs, Shanghai Sugar, Cigarette and Wine Co had the largest number at 12 subsidiaries and it was followed by Yanzhou Coal Mining Co with 11 subsidiaries in Australia. As one would expect, the number of subsidiaries seems to be growing with each new investment project.

Tables 1 and 2 set out the names of Chinese SOEs currently operating in Australia, indicating their industry sector and the number of their Australian subsidiaries. These tables also provide an
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indication of the relative size of these entities by reference to their standing in the Fortune Global 500 listing of global companies: 33 of the 39 centrally controlled Chinese SOEs appear on the Fortune Global 500 listing. In contrast, only five of the 27 provincially controlled SOEs listed in Table 2 are included in the Fortune Global 500 listing.

Despite assumptions to the contrary, it is important to note that the Chinese state and its SOEs are not monolithic or homogenous. However, international engagement within host countries has produced what Guo and others refer to as the "international socialization of SOEs". This expression has been used in the international literature to refer to "the process that is directed toward a state's internalization of the constitutive beliefs and practices institutionalized in its international environment". Guo and others also argue that "Chinese firms and the Chinese state will tend to comply with local practices when and where there is sufficient pressure to do so". However, they add that Chinese SOEs have displayed "a reluctance or failure to quickly adapt to local practices".

Table 1: Chinese Centrally Controlled SOEs by level of control and number of subsidiaries operating in Australia in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Chinese Parent Company Name</th>
<th>No of Australian Subsidiaries</th>
<th>Fortune 500 Global (2015)</th>
<th>Industry Sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agricultural Bank of China Ltd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aluminium Corporation of China</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Anshan Iron and Steel Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>Renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bank of China Ltd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Baosteel (Shanghai Baosteel Group Corporation)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CCC (China Communications Construction Corporation)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>China Coal Geology Engineering Corporation (CCGEC)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Rubber, plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>China Construction Bank Corporation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Chinese Parent Company Name</th>
<th>No of Australian Subsidiaries</th>
<th>Fortune 500 Global (2015)</th>
<th>Industry Sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>China Electronics Corporation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>Renewables, electronics, manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>China Huaneng Group</td>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>China Merchants Group</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>Logistics, mining, foodstuff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>China Metallurgical Corporation of China Ltd</td>
<td></td>
<td>326</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>China Minmetals Corporation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>China National Building Material Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>Retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs Corporation (COFCO)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>Foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>China National Offshore Oil Corporation (Group)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Oil and gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Oil and gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>China Poly Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>Real estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>China Power Investment Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td>403</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>China Publishing Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>China Railway Engineering Construction Group (CREC)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>China Railway Materials Commercial Corporate (CRMCC)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>China Shenhua Energy Company</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>China Shipping Group (COSCO)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>Logistics, food imports, real estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>China Southern Airlines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cargo, airline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>China State Construction Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>China Telecom</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>China Unicom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>ChinaCoal (China National Coal Group Corporation)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>CITIC Group</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Ltd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>SinoChem Corporation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Sinomach</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Chinese Parent Company Name</td>
<td>No of Australian Subsidiaries</td>
<td>Fortune 500 Global (2015)</td>
<td>Industry Sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Sinopec (China National Petrochemical Corporation)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Oil and gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Sinosteel</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>State Grid</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>China XD Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Chinese Provincially Controlled SOEs in Australia in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Chinese Parent Company Name</th>
<th>No of Australian Subsidiaries</th>
<th>Fortune 500 Global (2015)</th>
<th>Industry Sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chaoyang Longshan Asset Management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China Molybdenum Group</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chongqing Iron and Steel (Group) Co Ltd (CISC)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fujian Provincial Communication Transportation Group Co Ltd</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Guangdong Rising Asset Management (GRAM)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Haier Group</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>White goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hainan Airlines Group (HNA)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hebei Iron and Steel Co Ltd</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hisense Co Ltd</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>White goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jinchuan Group</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Jinjiang International (Group) Co Ltd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hotels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Maanshan Iron &amp; Steel Co Ltd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Shandong Energy Group Co</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Shandong Gold</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Shandong Iron and Steel Co Ltd</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining, iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Shanghai Construction Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Shanghai Electric Group</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining, coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Shanghai Sugar, Cigarette and Wine Group (SSCW Group)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Shenzhen Zhongjin Lingnan Nontemet Co Ltd</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Shougang Group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sichuan Airlines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Airline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing the size of Chinese SOEs in Australia, it is interesting to note that eight "Australian" registered companies are included in the Fortune Global 500 list of companies, comprising four major banks, two large food companies, a mining company and a telecommunications company. This is perhaps a comparatively high number of companies if we control for Australia's relatively small population compared with China. Table 3 illustrates the current list of Australian registered companies on this Fortune 500 listing.

Table 3: Australian companies on the Fortune Global 500 list in 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name of Australian Registered Company</th>
<th>Fortune 500 Global</th>
<th>Industry Sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BHP Billiton Ltd</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Westfarmers Ltd</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>Foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Woolworths Ltd</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Foodstuffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>National Australia Bank Ltd</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Commonwealth Bank Ltd</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Westpac Banking Corporation Ltd</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ANZ Banking Group Ltd</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Telstra Corporation Ltd</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B The Culturally Embedded Nature of Corporate Laws

This article does not seek to exhaustively examine the policies driving China's foreign investments, as others have already traversed this ground.63 These policies have changed dramatically over the last 25 years since the somewhat narrowly oriented 1991 *Opinion of the State Planning Commission on Strengthening the Administration of Overseas Investment Projects*, which was

---

endorsed by China's State Council. In 2004, a "new era" began with the State Council’s Decision on the Reform of the Investment System.

Despite the "end of history" rhetoric which has seen claims made that the world is experiencing an increasing convergence in corporate law, this convergence has often been somewhat superficial. It is always necessary to examine the law in action to test the level of convergence; the degree of embeddedness of a new law or legal norm has been seen as an increasingly important issue in any discussion of corporate governance. In his classic work on corporate governance patterns, Mark Roe has shown that the structure of corporate law in different countries is a product of local political forces, producing a literature on the political determinants of corporate governance and the persistence of "path dependency." Many writers have also drawn attention to the political determinants of China's corporate governance, a country where the state plays a powerful role in many sectors.

The distinctive nature of Chinese corporate governance practices has been widely discussed in the scholarly literature; some have even described it as being "unique". Dr Alice de Jonge's longitudinal study of the first mainland Chinese companies to list on the stock exchange in Hong Kong illustrated the inflexible nature of governance arrangements in these companies.

Similar rigidities may well occur with Chinese companies in Australia. Corporate lawyers, such as Dine and Koutsias have pointed to the significance of national cultural identity in corporate

---

64 State Development Planning Commission, China Opinion of the State Planning Commission on Strengthening the Administration of Overseas Investment Projects (5 March 1991).


67 It is always necessary to consider how well governance practices and norms have been embedded in an organisation. See Cynthia A Williams and Peer Zumbansen (eds) The Embedded Firm: Corporate Governance, Labor, and Finance Capitalism (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2011).


69 See for example Chenxia Shi The Political Determinants of Corporate Governance in China (Routledge, Abingdon (Oxon), 2012).


governance practices. Dine and Koutsias concluded that the most important conclusion of their research was that national corporate governance "reflects public policy choices". Each country has passed a set of laws that shape the structure of its firms in a way that reflects the dominant ideological and political principles prevailing in its society. They noted that as a result, even in the European Union, "harmonisation of national corporate governance models has been minimal". Dine and Koutsias warn that "[t]he inability to agree on a commonly accepted definition of corporate governance betrays among others the fundamental questions that emerge when debating corporate governance."

C SOEs and their Subsidiaries under Australian Corporate Laws

We argue that these factors have implications for the way in which Chinese-controlled companies will operate abroad in countries such as Australia. Foreign companies (such as an SOE) undertaking business in Australia are required to be registered under Part 5B.2 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). The Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 (Cth) sets out the legislative framework for foreign acquisitions in Australia. The Treasurer relies upon advice from the FIRB in this regard.

This allows the Treasurer to block proposals that are contrary to the perceived "national interest" or to impose conditions on any such foreign acquisition in Australia. This Foreign Investment Policy was updated in 2015 to include new policies in regard to the acquisition of urban real estate by foreign entities. In 2016, the Policy was further updated and tightened by the Turnbull Government. In applying the national interest test, special attention is given to government-owned entities. Under the Foreign Investment Policy, "the Foreign Investment Policy notes that a proposal by an SOE may yet be seen to be in the national interest when regard is had to the existence of external partners or shareholders in the investment; the level of non-associated ownership interests; the governance arrangements for the investment and ongoing arrangements to protect Australian interests from non-

72 Dine and Koutsias, above n 25.
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77 See Treasurer "Foreign Investment Policy" (January 2011) <http://australia.org>. Also see for example the conditions imposed by the Treasurer upon Minmetals in its acquisition of OZ Minerals and the conditions imposed on Yancoal’s takeover of Felix Resources.
commercial dealings; and whether the target will be listed on the Australian Securities Exchange or another recognised exchange.81

However, in responding to a bid by State Grid, a major Chinese electricity infrastructure company, to acquire a majority stake in the New South Wales Government’s electricity distribution infrastructure, it seems when approving such foreign investments, the Federal Treasurer will apply a series of informal rules which become more stringent when dealing with investment by SOEs. These informal preferences seem to require that half of the board members of the local company be resident in Australia; the company has an independent chair and is run as an independent entity; key data is not removed from the country; and SOEs have a 50 per cent ownership limit placed on their local investment.82 This reflects an emerging recognition of the importance of corporate governance considerations in regard to companies controlled by a foreign SOE.

SOE subsidiaries that have been incorporated in Australia are formally subject to the provisions of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), but as most of these Chinese-controlled companies are private companies, little public information will be known about their internal arrangements and relatively weak public regulation results. Public company subsidiaries of an SOE will have a greater exposure to local legal rules, such as Australian information disclosure requirements. Listed SOE subsidiary companies will also be subject to local corporate governance standards, such as the Corporate Governance Principles issued by the ASX Corporate Governance Council.83 However, it is important to remember the warning of Christopher Stone about the limits of corporate law rules in large corporate groups.84 Common law rules, such as fiduciary duties, should also apply to SOE subsidiaries incorporated in Australia. To obtain a more nuanced understanding of factors affecting the management of Chinese-controlled companies, it may be helpful to look more closely at country of origin effects, or the impact of Chinese law and culture on governance practices.

V CHINESE LAW AND CULTURE REGARDING CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

A "Hard Law" Norms

Understanding and dealing with China’s SOEs presents a major practical challenge. All too often, Australian debates, referred to above, have merely seen these entities in simple economic or narrow

81 See Vivienne Bath “Foreign Investment, the National Interest and National Security – Foreign Direct Investment in Australia and China” (2012) 34 Syd LR 5.

82 See David Uren ‘Informal treasurer’s preferences’ govern Transgrid bidding’ The Australian (Sydney, 9 August 2015) at 1 and 2.


legalistic terms or have allowed them to be simplistically framed in popular discussions as threatening.\textsuperscript{85} There is a need for a more nuanced and sociologically informed understanding of Chinese SOEs operating in Australia. Although "hard law" norms have now progressively been inserted into Chinese company law statutes, the implementation of these norms can still be greatly influenced by political and cultural factors in China.

Chinese corporate governance norms have developed slowly in China in recent decades. Movement towards the empowerment of minority shareholders and independent directors has been relatively limited.\textsuperscript{86} Little opportunity is given to independent directors or managers in Chinese companies to challenge how an enterprise is controlled: this reflects the dominant position of the chairperson and managing director in most Chinese SOEs. As Redding and Witt (and others) have noted, this often leaves corporate control in Chinese SOEs in the hands of insiders.\textsuperscript{87} In many ways, it also reflects the importance that is given to the Communist Party retaining its dominant position of power and in ensuring that social stability is preserved in China.\textsuperscript{88}

The weak enforcement of company law statutes in China has created a gap that soft laws or "civil regulation" may be used to fill. This is especially so in the context of increasing globalisation of corporate activity.\textsuperscript{89} Historically, China's SOEs have grown out of the planned economy and the use of five year plans in setting national economic goals.\textsuperscript{90} Although the planned economy model has now largely been left behind, its history has inevitably left an imprint upon the culture of Chinese


\textsuperscript{87} Redding and Witt, above n 13, at 99.


SOEs.\textsuperscript{91} From the late 1970s, efforts have begun to be made to introduce a more market-based system into China under the leadership of premier leader Deng Xiaoping.\textsuperscript{92} SOEs were no longer directly attached to ministries and became increasingly independent.

China's SOEs can be divided into three broad categories or groups. The first includes industrial and commercial enterprises based at both the provincial and national level. In 2011, there were 144,700 such enterprises, with only a little more than 100 of these under the direct national supervision of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC). The second group includes banking and financial companies; whilst the third group includes media, publications, culture and entertainment companies.\textsuperscript{93} In 2015, SASAC had 112 large SOEs under its direct control, although the number of SOEs under the control of SASAC may progressively be reduced through consolidations and mergers.\textsuperscript{94}

The process of economic law reform in China during the 1990s included the passage of China's first Company Law in 1993. This Company Law was primarily focused upon the corporatisation of state-owned enterprises and did not lead to the development of more robust Western-style corporate governance principles.\textsuperscript{95} These reforms culminated with China gaining entry to membership of the World Trade Organization in December 2001. In 2003, China established SASAC, with the responsibility of holding and overseeing state shares in major SOEs. SASAC has pushed for corporate governance reforms and the diversification of SOE ownership structures.\textsuperscript{96} This company legislation was further amended, culminating in the enactment of the new Company Law in 2005 and in 2013.\textsuperscript{97} The 2005 law began to enhance corporate governance principles, rights and institutions, although
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large Chinese SOEs have continued to be treated differently. However, the implementation of these new company law rules and principles has been affected by political and cultural forces.98

As a result, it has been argued that in a state-controlled system such as China's, corporate governance in Chinese SOEs should reflect domestic settings, rather than merely adopting Western models.99 Miles and Zhang add that the presence of the state as majority shareholder in China's SOEs "has negative consequences for corporate governance in Chinese companies" 100 and that "[c]orporations which are dominated by insiders are limited both in their corporate governance systems and learning capacity." 101 The dominance of the state leaves little room for effective intervention of non-state institutions in corporate governance in Chinese companies.102 This may have entrenched the idea of majority control in the corporate governance mindsets of controllers of major Chinese companies.

B "Soft Law" Influence in Chinese SOEs' Corporate Governance

In contrast to the hard law norms of the kind found in company law statutes, "soft law" norms are becoming increasingly important in large internationally active companies which have moved beyond the limits of the nation state.103 These norms have included corporate social responsibility (CSR) rules,104 but they are much broader than this, reflecting the rise in the use of soft law standards in the context of globalisation.105 In 2015, the OECD revised its Guidelines on Corporate Governance of

100 At 232.
101 At 245.
State-Owned Enterprises. The OECD states that SOE corporate governance faces two conflicting challenges. First, SOEs "may suffer from undue hands-on and politically motivated ownership interference, leading to unclear lines of responsibility, a lack of accountability and efficiency losses in the corporate operations". 

Secondly, SOEs are also seen to suffer from: 

... a lack of any oversight due to totally passive or distant ownership by the state [that] can weaken the incentives of SOEs and their staff to perform in the best interest of the enterprise and the general public who constitute its ultimate shareholders, and raise the likelihood of self-serving behaviour by corporate insiders.

Due to the "complex web of accountabilities" faced by SOEs, the OECD warned: 

... at the level of the state, the enforcement of commercial laws and regulations against SOEs can create unique challenges because of intra-governmental friction resulting from regulators bringing enforcement actions against entities controlled by the government.

In this context, the social fabric of SOEs becomes increasingly important and soft law norms have often been seen as useful in facilitating their internationalisation. There has also been an emerging body of Chinese and international soft law norms regarding the governance of Chinese companies operating in Australia. In some ways, this has been facilitated by art 5 of the 2005 Company Law which requires Chinese companies to, inter alia, "assume social responsibility". Chinese SOEs are increasingly being subject to corporate social responsibility codes that have been formulated in China, and these codes often reflect strong Chinese national characteristics. These soft law norms may be compared to Western codes of conduct and statements of corporate governance, but they arise from a very different social context and are often politically determined.
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111 Article 5 of China's Companies Law (2005) states that: "In its operational activities, a company shall abide by laws and administrative regulations, observe social morals and commercial ethics, persist in honesty and good faith, accept supervision by the government and the public, and assume social responsibility. The legitimate rights and interests of companies shall be protected by law, and shall be inviolable."
Article 19 of the 2005 Company Law requires that listed companies in China must provide the necessary conditions for the Communist Party organisation to operate and carry out its activities. Not only does this create a Party Committee within each Chinese company, it is often the case that the Party Secretary within a company will also hold a key position in the organisational structure of the company itself, such as that of Chairperson or General Manager. It is not unusual for large private companies, such as technology company Huawei, to also establish a party committee structure within the company. The operation of a party structure within large Chinese-controlled companies may continue to exist, even where the company leaves mainland China and where local company law requirements are different from those in China. This is the case, for example, in Hong Kong, where locally listed Chinese state-owned companies continue to have active party structures.

Most importantly, Chinese officers employed by SOEs and their subsidiaries may also be subject to Chinese Communist Party discipline (as Party members) by the Party's Central Commission for Discipline Inspection for corrupt practices and malfeasance. This is likely to be more punitive than the use of any formal system of company law rules. China's ongoing anti-corruption campaign seeks to “uphold the principle that Party discipline is stricter than the law”. The centrality of the Communist Party in China's constitutional order is well known.

112 Article 19 of China's Companies Law (2005) provides: "In companies, Communist Party organizations shall, in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution of the Communist Party of China, be set up to carry out activities of the Party. Companies shall provide the necessary conditions for the Party organization to carry out their activities."
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SASAC has also issued its own CSR guidelines that apply to centrally controlled SOEs (CSOEs). These guidelines state that:

Fulfilling CSR is the need for the CSOEs to participate in international economic cooperation. As [to] the progress of economic globalization, the international community concerns more and more on the performance of an enterprise in social responsibilities [sic]. By fulfilling CSR, it is either helpful in establishing a "responsible" public image by Chinese enterprises and more internationally influential, or significant for China to spread an image as a responsible nation.

SASAC went on to stress the central role of the Communist Party in this regard:

Strengthening CPC organizations' role in leading the CSR work of enterprises. The CSOEs should give full play to the political core role of the Communist Party of China (CPC) branches in the enterprise; encourage CPC members to take the lead in performing CSR.

It is unclear how effective such soft law prescriptions will be in SOEs operating outside China, although they are intended to apply to these. However, what is clear is that in regard to China's CSOEs, the Party Committee in each company is required to assume core leadership in the enterprise.

A focus on promoting CSR principles has also been reflected in guidelines jointly issued in 2013 by China's Ministry of Commerce and the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MOFCOM). These urged Chinese companies investing overseas to foster sustainable development and environmental protection. This has been echoed by Chinese industry associations that have also issued their own CSR guidelines. The impact and effectiveness of these CSR norms and guidelines is, however, far from clear. In one European study of China's largest transnational corporations operating
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in Europe, Sutherland and Whelan asked why these companies adopted CSR reporting and observed:  

Further analysis of the CSR reports shows that the strongest common theme running through them is the commitment to implementing government policy. This is most commonly captured in language that closely echoes that of central policy makers … As such these stock phrases are clearly meant to signify adherence to political ideology of the CCP.

In Australia, Huang and Staples have also examined CSR practices of Chinese companies in Australia and noted: “Chinese companies in Australia have made great efforts and spent substantial resources on community engagement.” Huang had earlier observed that:  

… putting in place a good corporate governance system is a big challenge for Chinese firms as corporate governance is a relatively new concept in China. For Chinese subsidiaries in Australia, this can be more difficult as they have to deal with the vast differences in corporate governance between China and Australia.

One way of dealing with these challenges is the appointment of officers from the Chinese parent company to the subsidiary in Australia. As Huang also noted: “Most Chinese companies in Australia have CEOs appointed from the parent company, particularly in Chinese SOEs.” The use and effectiveness of soft law codes calls for closer examination in the context of Chinese-controlled companies in Australia as part of a wider study of corporate governance arrangements within SOEs.

C Chinese SOEs’ Cultural Characteristics

The culturally embedded nature of China’s corporate law practices has made the achievement of more efficient enterprises which are able to successfully coordinate complexity, something of a challenge for SOE reformers, especially where there is a need to encourage professionalism and greater autonomy of SOE employees. Redding and Witt have noted that in China, “[t]he personalized nature of many relations in the organization structure inhibits the full development of a performance-based professionalism in management and in operations.”
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SOE reform has increasingly become a major issue in China as it has sought to establish what has been described as a "modern enterprise system" and to make SOEs both more efficient and globally competitive. However, an effort is being made to scale back the role of the state in the Chinese economy and major changes have recently been floated as China moves from a system dominated by domestic infrastructure investment and exports into a new system characterised by enhanced domestic consumption, spurring investment and creating a knowledge economy. The patterns of corporate governance that have evolved in China will inevitably influence the way in which Chinese executives will see the world once their companies begin to operate internationally or "go global", although how this will occur remains to be clarified through further research.

Lin and Milhaupt have noted that "the predominant organizational characteristic of Chinese SOEs is groupism". Unlike many multinational corporations, SOEs tend not to be diversified and tend to focus upon a particular industry or sector with a parent or holding company at the core of the group. This pattern is also reflected in SOE group structures in Australia. Chinese centrally controlled SOEs operating in Australia have at least 130 subsidiaries (mostly private companies) whilst provincial SOEs have at least 84 subsidiaries. These Chinese SOEs comprise 37 of the companies on the Fortune Global 500 listing in 2015, with 33 being CSOs. In examining the Chinese public and private company subsidiaries of SOEs currently in Australia, what is striking is the small number of public companies and the much larger number of private companies that are part of groups under the control of an SOE.

Research has shown that national cultural identity remains a core feature of corporations once they start to globalise. In their international study, Dine and Koutsias emphasised that "the most important conclusion of our research is that national corporate governance reflects public policy..."
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133 Li-Wen Lin and Curtis J Milhaupt "We are the (National) Champions: Understanding the Mechanisms of State Capitalism in China" (2013) 65 Stan L Rev 697 at 712. This is to be distinguished from the phenomenon of Chinese SOEs moving "in packs" as they invest outside China. Scissors has noted: "Chinese firms have moved overseas in packs. Australia was the first destination, followed by sub-Saharan Africa, South America and, beginning in 2012, North America": Derek Scissors "Chinese Investment in the U.S.: Facts and Motives" (9 May 2013) The Heritage Foundation <www.heritage.org>.
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choices”. In the United States, this “path dependency” effect has been a product of the political determinants of corporate governance.

To some extent, Chinese government policies have encouraged its SOEs to list on foreign stock exchanges to enhance their corporate governance practices. This has been described as a “bonding effect” in that listing on a stock market in a developed economy may provide reputational advantages and improve corporate governance, such as through the appointment of independent directors. However, the effectiveness of such a bonding effect has been challenged and has not been empirically tested. In regard to Hong Kong, Meng has argued that the introduction of independent directors onto the boards of Chinese-listed companies has failed as it has not addressed the key agency problem that exists between the majority state shareholder and minority shareholders.

The modest effect of foreign listing on corporate governance practices in Chinese companies was more fully explored by de Jonge in her study of the corporate governance practices of the first nine Chinese companies to list on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange between 1993 and 1994. In China, the central role of the state is a key factor in explaining the conduct and regulation of companies, especially SOEs. Not surprisingly, it is not unusual to see references in the literature to the so-called unique character of Chinese corporate governance practices. This can be traced back to Deng Xiaoping’s call for a system of “socialism with Chinese characteristics.”

VI SOME CONCLUSIONS

There is clearly a need for further research into the issues raised in this article. The primary focus of this article has been upon the distinctive legal culture of Chinese SOEs at a time when such
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enterprises have become increasingly active in investing in Australia. There has been an ongoing, and somewhat inadequate, public policy debate in Australia over the nature of Chinese SOEs. This issue has become more urgent following CHAFTA.

The article has sought to explore how the Australian legal system, and Australian corporate governance practices, may change as a result of the entry of these powerful new economic actors into the Australian landscape. This calls for a mapping of the emerging legal landscape and in this regard, in Part II, the article has referred to various theoretical debates about mapping legal landscapes. This article examined some of the contours of Chinese outbound investment as illustrated by different attitudes evident in public policy, business, media and judicial commentaries on Chinese SOEs.

The article has presented data on the nature and extent of SOE investment in Australia and sought to assess the likely impact of these SOEs based on the nature of Chinese firms that have been active. Tables 1 and 2 listed the names, industry sector and global significance of Chinese SOEs, as well as the number of subsidiaries that they have operating in Australia. A total of 39 centrally controlled Chinese SOEs were identified, as well as 27 provincially controlled Chinese SOEs. It was noted that 38 of these SOEs are included in the Fortune Global 500 list of companies; by way of comparison, the article lists the eight Australian companies on the same Fortune listing.

As authorities such as Mark Roe and others have pointed out, it is well established that national corporate governance regimes are politically determined and are an expression of negotiations and practices that have developed in each country. It is also well established that the culture of multinationals, especially large state-owned companies, also reflects national characteristics, as scholars such as Dine and Koutsias have reminded us. These characteristics do not change dramatically when companies go abroad from their home markets.

The large body of international research on the Chinese legal system and its impact on Chinese companies has pointed to the distinctive features of Chinese corporate governance practices and corporate cultures; state-owned companies are especially prone to reflect these characteristics. The article notes that China’s system of “authoritarian capitalism”, as Witt and Redding describe it, has created a model of corporate governance that needs to be distinguished from the various shareholder-controlled models that are to be found in Australia and other Western legal systems. The dominant role of the Communist Party within Chinese companies, particularly SOEs, has significant implications for the role of the board and minority shareholder protection. At the same time, large Chinese companies also have important strategic goals that distinguish them from non-state controlled companies.

Whilst Chinese SOEs have been shaped by Chinese company law and company regulation, they are also increasingly subject to CSR norms or soft laws that have been developed in China. These soft
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law norms are likely to play an increasingly important role in approaches to the governance of SOEs that have sought to internationalise and are active in Australia, as it is hard for these SOEs to lose their group character. The article explores some of these developments. The "groupism" of Chinese SOEs, as Lin and Milhaupt have described it, \textsuperscript{145} will no doubt have an effect upon disseminating governance norms within Chinese government controlled SOEs that are active in Australia.

\textsuperscript{145} Lin and Milhaupt, above n 133, at 712–716.